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How Fair is Your Fair Housing? 
 

"We don't want to hire anyone bilingual because we really are trying to 
discourage that demographic from living here." I'm sure you're thinking this 
would never be said in our day and age, right? Alas, it was quoted to me by a 
client the same day I was asked to write on this topic! No matter how 
discretionary or politically correct you try to say it, discrimination is discrimination 
anyway you slice it. So, how well do you and your teams know Fair Housing? 
Better yet, how well do you and your teams practice Fair Housing?  

"All citizens of the United States shall have the same rights in every State and Territory, as are enjoyed by white 
citizens thereof to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold and convey real and personal property." The Civil Rights Act of 
1866 marked the beginning of a national movement to address discrimination and yet the Fair Housing Act wasn't 
adopted until some 102 YEARS LATER!! What are some of the changes you've personally witnessed? Prior to 1988 
it was legal to have "all adult" communities. It was also common practice to limit the number of persons to no more 
than 2-3 for a two bedroom apartment home.  

Fair Housing Month is a time to celebrate the progress we've made in opening the doors to housing opportunity to 
every citizen of this nation. It is also a time to acknowledge the challenges that still remain. 1 out of every 5 
Americans has some type of physical disability, yet there continues to be an acute shortage of housing to meet their 
needs - And even now in 2007, 1 out of every 4 minorities experience discrimination in renting, buying, or financing 
housing.  

To ensure your community is in compliance follow these regulations;  

� Review leasing practices  

� Review resident policies  

� Provide fair housing training for all staff  

� Display symbols of fair housing  

� Record everything  

� Include fair housing questions on mystery shops  

� Document selection criteria  

� Treat all residents, applicants and staff equally, professionally, and fairly  

� Remember, the property manager sets the tone!  

Make fair housing fun! There are many activities you can create to help emphasize the importance of fair housing and 
showcase your commitment to practicing fair housing. Here are some ideas;  

� Publish a fair housing ordinance, including penalty clause. Advertise the ordinance  

� Sponsor or fund fair housing counseling/referral services for owners and renters  

� Have a written local complaint and monitoring process and notify the public  

� Sponsor a poster contest at local schools to educate and promote fair housing  

� Utilize local businesses and banking institutions to promote fair housing by displaying posters  
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There are many ABC'S within our industry, but as it relates to fair housing remember this;  

Always save your documentation!  

Be Consistent!  

Cover your actions!  

Ten Commandments of Etiquette for Communicating with the Disabled  

1. Speak directly to the person w/ the disability  

2. Offer to shake hands  

3. Identify yourself when speaking to a vision impaired person  

4. Never patronize  

5. If you offer assistance, wait until the offer is accepted  

6. Never lean on to a person's wheelchair  

7. Listen attentively when talking w/ a person who has difficulty speaking  

8. Place yourself at eye level  

9. Waive your hand to get the attention of a deaf person  

10. Relax!  

  

  

Terry Jackson is known as the speaker with endless energy! She 
trains with local apartment associations helping fellow industry 
professionals towards their respective CAM, NALP, and CAPS 
designations. She also serves as a frequent facilitator and presenter 
at the Brainstorming and NAA conferences and has over 16 years of 
industry experience. To start getting results now, book Terry for your 
next event! terry@traintoretain.com 281-451-6045. 

Visit http://www.traintoretain.com  

 
 


